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Abstract
We present an approach to solving problems in computational micromechanics that
is amenable to massively parallel calculations through the use of graphical processing
units (GPUs) and other accelerators. We apply it to study microstructure evolution
in polydomain liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs). LCEs are rubber-like solids where
rod-like nematic molecules are incorporated into the main or a side polymer chain.
They undergo isotropic to nematic phase transition accompanied by spontaneous de-
formation which can be exploited for actuation. Further, they display a soft behavior
at low temperatures due to the reorientation of the nematic directors. The problem of
understanding nematic reorientation in the presence of realistic defects (non-ideality)
is computationally expensive, and we address this by efficiently exploiting GPUs. The
approach is broadly applicable to various phenomena including crystal plasticity and
phase transitions that are described by internal variable theories. We verify the ap-
proach against previous calculations and establish its performance by studying long
wavelength instability of finite elasticity. Our numerical studies of LCEs provides in-
sights into the director distribution and reorientation in polydomain specimens, and
how these lead to soft behavior under multiaxial loading. The results show good agree-
ment with experimental observations.
1 Introduction
Liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs) are synthetic materials made by incorporating rod-like ne-
matic mesogens into the polymer chains of an elastomer [63]. The combination of polymer
elasticity and nematic ordering gives rise to exotic mechanical behavior. At high temper-
atures, the mesogens are randomly oriented and the LCE is an isotropic rubbery solid.
However, on cooling, they undergo a phase transition where the steric interactions between
the mesogens cause them to align in a particular direction. The isotropic to nematic phase
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ature, the nematic director can reorient resulting in a soft behavior [33]. We refer the reader
to Warner and Terentjev [63] for a comprehensive introduction.
Our focus is LCEs that are synthesized in the isotropic phase and then cooled. There
is typically some small non-uniformity of cross-linking during synthesis, and this leads to a
local preference for the nematic orientation that is not uniform (‘random’). This results in a
polydomain state where the nematic director is highly non-uniform. The application of stress
can reorient the director, but there is an energetic cost [12]. This leads to semi-soft behavior
in such isotropic-genesis polydomain materials [59], and this is attractive for a number of
damping applications. Indeed, the viscoelastic response of such materials has also been a
subject of recent interest [5]. Finally, recent experiments have shown rather unusual behavior
in biaxial loading where unequal stretch leads to equal true stress [55]. The first goal of this
paper is to study the underlying mechanism of microstructure evolution in isotropic-genesis
polydomain materials subjected to multiaxial stress.
We start with a continuum model that treats the director as an internal variable, has a
free energy density that includes contributions from the entropy of the polymer chains [14],
the energetic cost of reorientation [12], nematic or Frank elasticity that penalizes gradients in
the director [63], and dissipation that accounts for director reorientation and viscosity. The
‘ideal’ model, where the typically small reorientation and Frank contributions are neglected,
has been widely studied in the static setting. This theory is not convex and leads to stripe
domains and other fine-scale microstructure leading to soft behavior [63]. Indeed, DeSimone
and Dolzmann [19] explicitly calculated the relaxed energy or the effective energy that im-
plicitly accounts for the microstructure in this ideal situation, and this energy has been the
basis of macroscopic finite element simulations [18, 51]. There are also some detailed study of
microstructure evolution [38, 66], but they focus on monodomain specimens. In polydomain
specimens, Biggins et al. [13, 11] used bounds to establish the semi-soft behavior in uniaxial
tension while Uchida [57, 58] studied semi-soft behavior with a related model based on ran-
dom networks. The focus of this work is microstructure evolution in polydomain materials,
and its macroscopic consequence under multiaxial loading.
This naturally leads to a problem of computational micromechanics where we conduct
detailed numerical simulation of microstructure evolution using periodic boundary condi-
tions on a domain that is a representative of the macroscopic material. Similar problems
been widely studied in a number of phenomena including elasticity, crystal plasticity and
phase transformations [68]. In all these situations, the state of the solid is described by the
deformation gradient and a (set of) internal variables, which evolve to satisfy mechanical
equilibrium and kinetic relations subject to initial and boundary conditions. These lead to
nonlinear partial differential equations that are second order in space and first order in time,
and the solution to such problems can be computationally demanding especially since they
have to be performed repeatedly for various initial and boundary conditions to understand
the overall behavior.
A recent trend in computing platforms is to complement the central processing units
(CPUs) with massively parallel accelerators like graphical processing units (GPUs) [30, 32].
Such accelerators contain thousands of processors, but these are not independent. Instead,
they are grouped together in ‘warps’ that share a memory and execute the same instructions
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ture. The second goal of this work is to exploit such accelerators in the solution of problems
in micromechanics.
To do so, we observe that the nonlinear partial differential equations that describe the
phenomena of interest come about through a composition of kinematic compatibility, balance
laws (mass, momenta, energy) and material behavior. The compatibility and balance laws
are nonlocal, but may be interpreted as projections in appropriate function space. The
material behavior is nonlinear and may involve time derivatives, but is spatially local. Each
of these can be implemented on accelerators, and the challenge is to solve their composition.
We start from a (incremental) variational principle, formulate the kinematic compatibility as
a constraint using an augmented Lagrangian, and then use the alternating direction method
of multipliers (ADMM). Our approach leads to a special case of the augmented Lagrangian
approach of Michel, Moulinec and Suquet [39].
In their pioneering work, Moulinec and Suquet [47] recognized that the periodic boundary
conditions that are of interest in computational micromechanics make it natural to use the
fast Fourier transform (FFT) in its solution. They rewrite the problem of equilibrium in
a heterogeneous linear elastic medium to a Lippmann-Schwinger type equation which they
solve iteratively using FFT. Since then FFT-based methods have been widely used in a
variety of applications (e.g.thermoelasticity [2], elasto-viscoplasticity [36], dislocations [7],
piezoelectric materials [61], shape-memory polycrystals [10], and crack prediction of brittle
materials [54]). The method has been understood as a Neumann series approximation [45,
43]. Various approaches to accelerate the convergence have been introduced[22, 39, 45, 43].
We refer the reader to Moulinec and Silva [46] and Moulinec, Suquet and Milton [48] for
a discussion. More recently, the Fourier-Galerkin method of Vondřejc, Zeman and Marek
[62] has gained in popularity. It formulates the governing equations using a variational
approach, uses a Fourier basis for approximation and performs well compared to other FFT-
based methods [44].
The computational implementation of these methods have largely focussed on CPUs,
though there is recent work on the use of GPUs. Bertin and Capolungo [8] used GPUs for
the FFT while other researchers have used GPUs for the constitutive update [42, 31, 21].
However, these works limit the use of GPUs to particular aspects of the overall algorithms.
Our approach exploits the parallel efficiency of GPUs for the entire algorithm.
We present our computational approach in Section 2, and the implementation in GPUs
in Section 3. While the current work is motivated by LCEs, the formulation is presented in a
general way. We verify our framework by the study of the long wavelength instability of finite
elasticity in Section 4. The results are compared with previous numerical simulations. The
example also shows how stability analysis with Bloch waves can easily be incorporated into
the approach. We also use this example to study convergence and parallel performance. We
turn to LCEs in Section 5. We present the formulation, study stripe domains in monodomain
specimens and then turn study microstructure evolution under uniaxial and biaxial loading












It is common in a number of phenomena in solids including plasticity (e.g. [53]), phase
transitions (e.g. [3]) and fracture (e.g. [15] ) to describe the state of the solid by a deformation
gradient F and a set of internal variables η (phase fraction, plastic activity, director field,
fracture field etc.). In the absence of inertia, these are governed by a pair of coupled nonlinear
partial differential equations:
∇ · (WF (∇u, η, x)) = 0, (1)
Wη(∇u, η, x) +Dv(ηt, x) = 0 (2)
where u : Ω × [0, T ] → R3 is the deformation, F : Ω × [0, T ] → R3×3 is the deformation
gradient, η : Ω× [0, T ]→ Rd is an internal variable or order parameter, v = ηt is the rate of
change of the internal variable, W : R3×3×Rd×Ω→ R is the stored (elastic) energy density,
D : Rd × Ω → R is the dissipation potential (rate of dissipation as a function of the rate
of change of internal variable) that governs the evolution of the internal variables, Ω ⊂ R3
is the reference domain assumed to be simply connected, T is the final time of interest and
the subscripts denote partial differentiation. Here and in what follows all operators and
identities are defined on the reference configuration. The first of the two equations describes
the mechanical equilibrium, and the second describes the kinetic relation or configurational
equilibrium that governs the evolution of the internal variables (we refer the reader to [50, 40]
for details of rewriting the kinetic relation in this gradient-flow form).
The first equation above is a second-order nonlinear elliptic partial differential equation
in space with time as a parameter. The second is typically first order in time with space as
a parameter, and also nonlinear. Further, in rate independent phenomena, the dissipation
potential may not be continuously differentiable and the second equation is interpreted as a
differential inclusion [40]. These make the system (1,2) challenging to solve. In particular,
traditional finite-element approaches require significant amounts of communication to solve
in parallel.
However, these equations arise from the agglomeration of a number of simpler equations:
Compatibility: F = ∇u ⇐⇒ curl F = 0, (3)
Equilibrium: ∇ · S = 0, (4)
Stress-Strain Relation: S = WF (F, η, x), (5)
Kinetic relation: Wη(F, η, x) +Dv(ηt, x) = 0. (6)
Note that the field equations – the first two – are linear and universal, while the constitutive
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Compatibility: F n+1 = ∇un+1 ⇐⇒ curl F n+1 = 0, (7)
Equilibrium: ∇ · Sn+1 = 0, (8)
Stress-Strain Relation: Sn+1 = WF (F
n+1, ηn+1, x), (9)
Kinetic relation: Wη(F







This can be written as the following variational problem (e.g., [50]):











or as the following constrained variational problem












We rewrite this constrained variational problems using the augmented Lagrangian method















for u, F and the Lagrange multiplier Λ : Ω → R3×3. We solve this problem using the
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [24, 25, 28] which is an iterative method.
At the (n+1)th time step, given F n, ηn, un,Λn, set F0 = F
n, η0 = η
n, u0 = u
n,Λ0 = Λ
n
and iterate over i
• Step 1: Local problem. Update F, η by solving at each x
WF (Fi+1, ηi+1, x)− Λi − ρ(∇ui − Fi+1) = 0, (14)







• Step 2: Helmholtz projection. Update u by solving the partial differential equation








• Step 3: Update Lagrange multiplier. Update Λ as
Λi+1 = Λi + ρ(∇ui+1 − Fi+1). (17)
• Step 4: Check for convergence. Check both primal and dual feasibility:
rp := ||∇ui+1 − Fi+1||L2 ≤ rtolerancep , rd := ρ/µ||∇ui+1 −∇ui||L2 ≤ rtoleranced (18)
for given rtolerancep , r
tolerance
d and representative elastic modulus µ.
until convergence and update F n+1 = Fi, η
n+1 = ηi, u
n+1 = ui,Λ
n+1 = Λi.
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above is a special case of the Augmented-Lagrangian method of Michel, Moulinec and Suquet










+ Λ · (∇u− F ) + ρ
2
(∇u− F ) · C0(∇u− F )
)
dx (19)
where ρC0 is the modulus of a comparison medium. They study convergence with ρ at low
spatial resolution and use this value at high spatial resolution. Our approach is a special
case of their method with C0 = Id. The advantage of doing so is that it leads to a Helmholtz
projection in Step 2 as opposed to an operator that depends on the comparison medium.
Further, we tune ρ during iteration (cf. (20)) and explore the approximate solution of the
local problem. This algorithm was also used in for finite elasticity (no internal variables)
in the context of general boundary value problems and finite elements by Glowinski and Le
Tallec [26, 27].
We comment that we could have chosen a different constant ρ′ instead of ρ in equation
(17) that updates the Lagrange multiplier (Step 3). An analysis of Eckstein and Bertsekas
[20] suggests that using ρ′ > ρ may improve convergence. We have not explored this in our
work. We also note that the original formulation of Michel, Moulinec and Suquet [39] used
a modulus D0 distinct from the comparison medium C0 in this step, though the common
implementations use C0 = D0.
Parallel implementation. Step 1 is local, and can be solved trivially in parallel. However,
it is (generally) nonlinear and therefore requires an iterative approach. In this work, we solve
it using a steepest descent method with backtracking line search. A potential difficulty is
that different spatial points may require different number of iterations to converge, and we
address it below. Step 2 leads to a universal Poisson’s equation for which there are a number
of effective parallel solvers. In this work, we consider problems with periodic boundary
conditions and therefore use the fast Fourier transform. Step 3 is a trivial local update, and
step 4 a simple check. Thus, this iterative algorithm can be implemented effectively using
accelerators like Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) as we demonstrate in the subsequent
sections.
Convergence. Boyd et al. [16] prove the convergence of the spatially discretized version
of the algorithm for ρ large enough under the hypotheses that W is convex and the unaug-
mented functional with ρ = 0 has a saddle point. They also review improvements of this
result in the literature. However, it is not natural to expect W to be convex in F in fi-
nite deformation. Here, there are results in the case of elasticity where there is no internal
variable. Glowinski and Le Tallec [26] show that the weak form of equilibrium equation of
incompressible elasticity is equivalent to the weak form of the first variation of the augmented
Lagrangian functional. Further, Glowinski and Le Tallec [27] show in the case of Mooney-
Rivlin materials that the finite element discretization of this iterative approach converges for
sufficiently large ρ. Furthermore, they show that the finite element solutions converge to the
solution of the continuous problem. Their arguments can be generalized to a larger class of
incompressible, isotropic, polyconvex, hyperelastic materials [28]. However, the general case
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as the various steps and convergence criteria can be identified with the governing equations
(3) through (6). Indeed, we can see that (15) is a time-discretized version of the kinetic
relation (6). As the method converges, the primal convergence (18)1 guarantees that F ≈ ∇u
or satisfaction of the compatibility equation (3). We now turn to the stress-strain relation
(5). As a result of the the primal convergence, we observe that (14) becomes WF ≈ Λ.
This tells us that the Lagrange multiplier converges to the stress and (14) approximates the
stress-strain relation (5). Finally, we show in the appendix that the dual convergence is
equivalent to the equilibrium condition (4).
Penalty parameter. We have noted above that the method is known to converge under
suitable hypothesis on W,D for all ρ sufficiently large [16, 27]. However, the rate of con-
vergence depends critically on the choice of ρ. We adapt an idea proposed by He, Yang
and Wang [29] to adaptively change ρ with iteration guided by rp and rd. A large ρ better
enforces compatibility (cf. 16) and leads to a faster drop of the primal error rp. However,
it leads to a poor enforcement of the constitutive equation (cf. 14) and slower drop of the
dual error rd. Conversely, a small ρ leads to a faster drop of the dual error rd, but a slower





γρi, if rp/rd > τ
max{ρi/γ, ρmin}, if rd/rp > τ
ρi, if else
(20)
for given γ, τ ρmin. We take γ and τ to be 1.3 and 10 respectively to avoid too frequent
updates. ρmin enforces the requirement that ρ remains large enough for the method to
converge and the choice of ρmin depends on W . An important observation is that this is
enabled by the fact that the Laplace operator in (16) is independent of ρ. We report a
numerical study in Section 4.2 and specifically in Figure 4.
Approximate solution of the local problem. While the local problem (14), (15) is
trivially parallelizable, a potential problem is that different points may require a different
number of iterations to converge to a given point-wise residual error. Indeed, in practice (as
we shall see in Section 4.2), a few isolated points require a very large number of iterations to
converge compared to the rest. Unfortunately, the calculation can not advance to the next
step until the last point has converged, and consequently, these slowly-converging points
can add significantly to the computational cost. However, Eckstein and Bertsekas [20] have
proved that for convex W , the algorithm converges when the the local error is summable.
In other words, it is not necessary to solve the local equations (14), (15) at every point (i.e.,
in L∞ norm), but it suffices to solve them in some Lp norm for appropriate 2 ≤ p < ∞.




||WF (Fi+1, ηi+1, x)− Λn + ρ(∇ui − Fi+1)||2L2 . (21)
We see from (43) in the Appendix that equilibrium is still satisfied if the both the dual and
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in the initial (global) iterations, and gradually reducing it as (global) convergence is achieved
[16]. We explore two strategies in Section 4.2. In one, we maintain a balance between rl and
rd while in the other we require a fixed fraction of local points to converge.
While these approaches reduce the number of iterations of the local problem, computing
either the local residual rl or the fraction of converged points requires a communication
between the various points which can be expensive in an accelerator. Therefore it is necessary
to balance the cost of iteration and the cost of checking convergence. We study this balance
in Section 4.2.
Gradient internal variables. In certain problems like phase transitions and microstruc-
ture evolution (like the one we shall study in Section 5), the state of the material is de-
scribed not only by an internal variable, but also the gradient of the internal variable, i.e,.
W = W (F, η,∇η, x). These can be incorporated into the method in two ways.
The first approach is to treat the gradient of the internal variable in much the same way
that we treat the deformation gradient. But this requires some care to maintain the linear
structure of step 2. We introduce two internal variables, ` and H and enforce the constraints
` = η, H = ∇η using the augmented Lagrangian, i.e., consider the Lagrangian density
W (F, `,H, x) + ∆tD + Λ · (∇u− F ) + ρ/2|∇u− F |2
+ µ · (∇η −H) + ξ/2|∇η −H|2 + κ · (`− η) + ζ/2|`− η|2
with additional Lagrange multipliers µ, κ and penalty parameters ξ, ζ. We minimize the
Lagrangian with respect to F, ` and H in step 1 and with respect to u and η in step 2. We
then update all the Lagrange multipliers in step 3 and check convergence in step 4. Note
that the equation in step 2 describing η is not the Poisson’s equation but includes a linear
term in η; still, it can be treated as before, similar to Section 2.3.
The second approach is to use the value of the gradient from the previous iteration. In
other words, we rewrite (15) as







While this is approximate, it is effective. In most models, the gradient of the internal
variable is introduced as a way of introducing a length scale, and this approximation does
so effectively. We use this second approach in Section 5.
2.2 Implementation in the periodic setting
It is common in computational micromechanics to consider a material that is periodic and
a representative volume element that is a unit cell. In other words, Ω = (−L,L)3 and
W (F, η, x), D(ηt, x) are periodic in x. Further, the average deformation gradient 〈F 〉 is
prescribed in strain-controlled simulations, the average stress 〈S〉 is prescribed in stress-
controlled simulations and some combination with some components of 〈F 〉 and complemen-
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mixed boundary conditions). Above, 〈·〉 denotes spatial average.
We assume that the resulting deformation gradient F , internal variable η and stress S
are also periodic in x. This implies that the deformation u is periodic up to a linear function;
i.e., u−〈F 〉x is periodic. It is then natural to solve Step 2 (16) using fast Fourier transforms
(FFT). In Fourier space, (16) becomes local (i.e., can be solved at each ξ) as
û(ξ) = −(F̂ − ρ
−1Λ̂)iξ
|ξ|2 . (23)
where f̂(ξ) denotes the Fourier transform of f(x) and i is the imaginary unit. Thus, we solve
Steps 1, 3 and 4 in real space and Step 3 in Fourier space using FFT and iFFT (inverse fast
Fourier transform) to go back and forth between them. Specifically, we consider a regular





)3 in Fourier space. We define f̂(ξ) as the discrete Fourier transform on this
space and use FFT to evaluate it.
A couple of comments are in order. First, it is convenient to work with
ũ = u− 〈∇u〉x, F̃ = F − 〈F 〉, Λ̃ = Λ− 〈Λ〉 (24)
which are all periodic (recall that u is not necessarily periodic). This is also convenient since
the boundary conditions are prescribed in terms of 〈F 〉 or 〈S〉 (recall Λ converges to S).
Second, the material may be heterogeneous and W,D may be discontinuous functions
of x in many problems of interest. In such situations, F, η may be discontinuous and thus
the use of Fourier transforms to solve for u may lead to spurious oscillations. An approach
around this that has proved very effective in various problems[6, 35, 61] using the closely
related Lippmann-Schwinger approach is to replace the discrete Fourier transform of the
derivatives with the discrete Fourier transform of the central differences:
ûi,j(ξ) = iûi(ξ)ξj with






ûi,jj(ξ) = −ûi(ξ)|ξj|2 with









where ̂ui(x+ hej) is the Fourier transform of ui(x + hej) etc. Since sinα/α < 1, this is
equivalent to a high frequency filter and suppresses the spurious oscillations. We refer the
reader to [67] for further discussion.
2.3 Quadratic functionals and Bloch waves
We conclude this section with the discussion of a closely-related linear problem that arises in
the study of stability of periodic solutions to nonlinear problems. Let Lijkl(x) be a periodic
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Ak =
{








, p 1− periodi
(28)
for k = {k1, k2} with ki integers. Above, Ω0 = (0, 1)2 is the unit square, and v̄ denotes the










F · LF + Λ · (∇v − F ) + ρ
2
|∇v − F |2
)
dx. (29)
Recalling that v is a Bloch wave, and setting F (x) = G(x)exp(iωk·x), Λ(x) = g(x)exp(iωk·x),

















where P = {p ∈ H1(Ω0) : ||p||L2(Ω0) = 1, p 1− periodic}. This saddle point problem can be
solved as before using ADMM. Given Gi, pi, gi,
• Step 1’: Local problem. Update G: Gi = (L + ρI)−1(gi + ρ(iωk +∇)pn);
• Step 2’: Global update. Update p: (iωk +∇)2pi+1 = (iωk +∇) · (Gi+1 − ρ−1gi);
• Step 3’: Update Lagrange multiplier. Update g: gi+1 = gi + ρ((iωk +∇)pi+1 −Gi+1);
• Step 4’: Check for convergence.
Note that the global problem can be solved trivially in Fourier space.
Thus, a quadratic functional can be minimized over Bloch waves in the original unit cell
with a slight modification of our algorithm.
3 GPU implementation
We begin with a brief introduction to general purpose GPUs and their use in computing,
referring the reader to [30] for details. A compute node typically consists of a single CPU
and one or more general purpose GPUs. While the clock speed of a CPU is faster than that
of the GPU, the presence of thousands of cores and the architecture enables faster overall
performance if properly organized. A schematic representation of a general purpose GPU
is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a global or device memory and a number of streaming
multiprocessors (SMs). Each SM in turn contains a number of cores or processors that
have access to a shared memory, various registers and an instruction unit. All SMs also
have access to the constant cache and the texture cache. The calculation is organized in
threads with each processor typically executing a single thread. The threads are organized




















Figure 1: A schematic representation of the architecture of a general purpose graphical
processing unit (adapted from [52])
(SIMD)” organization, i.e. each processor executes the same instruction concurrently with
possibly different data. If there are many conditional instructions and different threads fall
into different conditions, then it leads to a situation described as ‘warp divergence’ where
each of the conditional instructions is executed in a serial manner. It is important to avoid
warp divergence.
The exchange of data between a CPU and a GPU is slow, and therefore has to be
minimized. Even though significantly faster, the exchange of data within a GPU between
the global memory and the shared memory of a SM is also slow. However, this can be made
faster using a parallel transfer strategy called ‘coalesced memory access’ [65] when a one to
one mapping can be created between a thread and a segment of the global memory.
The implementation of the algorithm described earlier is presented in Algorithm 1. We
work on a compute node consisting of a 14-core Intel Broadwell CPU and four Nvidia Tesla
P100 GPUs. Each GPU contains 16GB of (global or device) memory and 56 SMs with 64
cores each for a total of 3584 cores, and has a double precision performance of 4.7 teraFLOPS.
The P100 GPUs enable the compute unified device architecture (CUDA) platform with
the standard programming language C++. CUDA uses warps of 32 threads [30]. The
implementation is general and can be expanded to other platforms.
The algorithm takes advantage of the GPU architecture in various ways:
• All calculations are performed on the GPU. The CPU is used only for kernel function
calls (i.e., to provide instructions to the GPU), initialization and output of results.
• The exchange of data between CPU and GPU is limited to the first initialization and
to write results.
• Following first initialization, all data is kept on the GPU global memory during the
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Given an initial value of u0, F 0, η0 and macroscopic strain path F (t);
Step 0: Initialize:
Place ρ, εp, εd, γp, γd, f in constant cache;
Place u0, F 0, η0,Λ0 in global memory,
while t < tmax do
Initialize F0 = F
n, η0 = η
n, u0 = u
n,Λ0 = Λ
n
while rp > εp or rd > εd do
Step 1: Local problem.
while rl > frd do
Using kernel function:
· Move Fi, ui, ηi,Λi to shared memory;
· Fixed number of iterations to solve (14), (15) for Fi+1, ηi+1;
· Move Fi+1, ηi+1 to global memory
Compute rl ; /* cuBlas */
end
Step 2: Helmholtz projection.
· FFT F̂i+1, η̂i+1 ; /* cuFFT */
· Using kernel function:
· Move F̂i+1, η̂i+1 to shared memory;
· Find ûi+1 from (23);
· Move ûi+1 to global memory;
· iFFT ûi+1 ; /* cuFFT */
Step 3: Update Lagrange multiplier. Find Λi+1 from (17) ; /* cuBlas */
Step 4: Check for convergence Compute rp, rd from (18) ; /* cuBlas */
end
Update t, F n+1, un+1, ηn+1,Λn+1
end
cuBlas and cuFFT are built-in CUDA kernal functions used in the indicated steps.
step to initialize the current time step, it is not necessary to perform any GPU/CPU
transfer between time steps when there is no need to write the result.
• Global constants like the penalty and tolerance parameters are kept in constant cache.
• The local step 1 of the proposed algorithm is well-suited for SIMD since the same
equations are solved independently at each point. Further, the structure enables op-
timization of the exchange between global and shared memory within the GPU in
two ways. The data can be kept in shared memory within the SM during the local
iterations. Therefore, the exchange between global and shared memory is limited to
the initialization and to the final output of the local iteration. Even these transfers
can exploit the coalesced memory access since each thread (point) only requires data
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for SIMD, and can take advantage of coalesced memory access.
• The local nature of the local step 1 in real space and the Helmholtz projection in
Fourier space avoid warp divergence.
• The computation of the L2 norms in the approximate solution of step 1, the Lagrange
multiplier update (step 3), the convergence check (step 4) are executed using basic
linear algebra operations.
• Library functions that are optimized for GPUs are available for fast Fourier transform
and basic linear algebra operations.
4 Bifurcation in finite elasticity
We start with a problem of finite deformation that involves a bifurcation, and one that has
been previously studied using both computation in two dimensions [56, 9] and experiment [49,
9]. It serves as verification of the proposed method against previous results of Triantafyllidis,
Nesterović and Schraad [56], Section 4.1. We also use this example to discuss convergence
and scaling in Section 4.2.
4.1 Bifurcation
Consider a periodic arrangement of compliant circular inclusions in a stiff matrix in two
dimensions as shown in Figure 2(a). Both materials are modeled as compressible Mooney-
Rivlin materials with stored energy density
W (F, x) =
µ(x)
2





I2 − 1)2 (31)
where µ is the shear modulus and κ is the bulk modulus, and I1 and I2 are the first and
second invariants of right Cauchy-Green tensor C. The moduli take the values µi, κi and
µm, κm in the inclusion and the matrix respectively with µi < µm, κi < κm. In our numerical
examples, κi/µi = κi/µm = 9.8 while µm/µi = 20.
We start with a 1 × 1 unit cell simulation. The periodic medium is subjected to equi-
biaxial compression, 〈F 〉 = λI where λ decreases monotonically from an initial value of
1. At each given value of λ, the equilibrium solution is computed using Algorithm 1 on a
1024×1024 grid starting with the solution of the previous λ as an initial guess. We obtain the
stress-stretch curve shown by square symbols (blue) in Figure 2(b) and a periodic solution
with the deformed unit cell shown in Figure 2(c).
It is known that this example develops a long-wavelength instability. Note that a 1-
periodic function is also k−periodic for any k = (k1, k2), ki integers. Thus, we may have
equilibrium solutions that are periodic on a k1 × k2 super-cell. However, it is known from


















Figure 2: Bifurcation of a periodic composite. (a) A periodic composite with the unit cell
(bold lines) and super cell (dashed line). (b) The stress-stretch curve without bifurcation
(blue, square symbols) and with bifurcation (red, round symbols) along with the modulus
of stability β(2,2) (black, triangle symbols). (c) Deformed shape of the unit cell (dashed line
showing the undeformed size) at λ = 0.89). (d) The mode shape of the unstable mode in
the period-doubling instability at λ = 0.89. (e) The deformed shape of the supercell without
bifurcation at λ = 0.89. (f) The deformed shape of the supercell post bifurcation at λ = 0.89.
near λ = 1. However, this solution may become unstable as λ changes. By the second






(∇u(x), x)∇vdx ≥ 0 (32)
for all non-zero k−periodic functions v. Using Bloch waves, this is equivalent to requiring
βk ≥ 0 where βk is as defined in (27).
Therefore, we compute the modulus of stability βk for various k, and this is also shown
with triangular symbols (black) in Figure 2(b). We see that β(2,2) → 0 as λ → 0.9. The
corresponding mode vk is shown in Figure 2(d) as the darkened region. This suggests that
the periodic solution will bifurcate to a solution that is periodic on a 2× 2 super-cell.
We therefore repeat the finite deformation equilibrium computation on a 2× 2 super-cell
and a 2048× 2048 mesh, once without a perturbation (i.e., with the solution to the previous
λ as an initial guess), and once with the linearly unstable mode added as a perturbation (i.e.,
with the sum of the solution to the previous λ and a scaled eigenmode vk associated with
βk as the initial guess). The simulation without a perturbation leads to a periodic solution
as before Figure 2(e) and with the same stress-stretch curve shown in black in Figure 2(b).










Journal Pre-proofFigure 3: Convergence with mesh size. (a) Stress-stretch curve for various computational
grid resolution and (b) Relative error in the deformation gradient and stress vs. grid size.
Figure 4: Effect of penalization parameter ρ on convergence. (a) Total number of iterations
with different fixed ρ and (b)Variation of ρ starting from different values.
with period 2×2 shown in Figure 2(f) with a stress-stretch curve shown with round symbols
(red).
All results agree with those of Triantafyllidis, Nesterović and Schraad [56], thereby veri-
fying the method.
4.2 Convergence and performance
We now use this example to demonstrate convergence and scaling of the proposed algorithm.
In all the tests, we compress the composite until λ = 0.95.
We begin by investigating the convergence with resolution. The simulation is performed
with 128×128, 256×256, 512×512, 1024×1024, and 2048×2048 grids, and the stress-stretch
curves are shown in Figure 3(a). Further, taking the 2048×2048 grid as the reference, Figure
3(b) shows how the relative error (L2 norm) of deformation gradient and stress depend on
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rate of 2 for the discrete differential operator of FFT. We believe that these are due to the
change in residual spurious oscillation at the interface as well as the change in pixellated
geometric representation with resolution.
The effect of the penalization parameter ρ on the number of iterations required for a
given error is shown in Figure 4. Figure 4(a) shows the number of iterations to achieve a
given convergence (in primal and dual error) when ρ is held fixed at different values. We
observe that the number of iterations increase for both small ρ and large ρ with the optimal
at about ρ = 10. As noted earlier in Section 2.1, the primal error is large for small ρ and
the dual error is large for large ρ. This is the reason that we adjust ρ following (20). We
show the evolution of ρ for various initial values of ρ in Figure 4(b) with γ and τ in (20)
set to 5 and 1.3 respectively. We note that in all cases, ρ converges exponentially to values
from 3 to 10. Further, in contrast to the case with fixed ρ, the simulation converges well
before 100 iterations. Thus, (20) ensures a robust convergence of ρ and significantly speeds
up the algorithm. We have also observed in our numerical experiments that ρ < 1 leads to
divergence early in the iteration.
We study the approximate solution of the local step 1 in Figure 5 using two strategies.
The first strategy is to require convergence of the local iterations of Step 1 only on a fixed
fraction of spatial points, and these results are shown in Figure 5(a,b). We check how
many spatial points have converged to a given (pointwise) residual after a given number of
local iterations and proceed to step 2 if a given percentage of spatial points have converged.
This check requires a communication between the shared and device memory which adds
time, but it can be expedited using coalesced memory (the time required for the memory
transfer and check is comparable to the time required for a single local iteration in our
examples). Figure 5(a,b,c) shows the results when the local residual is held to 10−11, a
check is performed every two local iterations and the percentage of converged points varied
from 10% to 90%. We see from Figure 5(a) that the wall clock time for the global iteration
to converge decreases monotonically with the percentage of converged points. Further, the
number of global iterations necessary for global convergence is largely independent of the
number of converged points. In other words, the approximate solution of the local step 1
has relatively little adverse effect on the global convergence. Indeed, we see from Figure
5(b) that the global dual residual decreases in the same manner as the calculations proceed,
except each global iteration is faster thereby reducing the overall clock time.
The second strategy is to require that the local residual rl be a fixed fraction of the global
dual residual rd, and the results are shown in Figure 5(c,d). We observe from Figure 5(c)
that the wall clock time for global convergence decreases while the total number of global
iterations necessary for global convergence remains unchanged as we increase the ratio rl/rd.
In fact, at around a ratio of 0.3, we only require one or two iterations in the local step after
a few global steps. Again, we see from Figure 5(d) that the global dual residual decreases
in the same manner independent of the ratio rl/rd as the calculations proceed, except each
global iteration is faster with increasing rl/rd thereby reducing the overall clock time.
Finally, we have verified that the error in the final solution obtained by either of these
approximate approaches to local step 1 is negligible when compared to the solution obtained










Journal Pre-proofFigure 5: Performance with approximate solution of the local problem. (a,b) Local con-
vergence on a fixed fraction of spatial points: (a) Wall clock time and number of global
iterations for global convergence for various fractions. (b) The global dual error versus wall
clock time for various fractions. (c,d) Fixed ratio of local (rl) to global dual (rd) residual:
(c) Wall clock time and number of global iterations for global convergence for various ratios
and (d) The global dual error versus wall clock time for various ratios.
These results show that approximate solution of the local step 1 is an effective strategy
to improving performance of our method. In effect, we allow for larger tolerance in the local
step when the global residual is large and exploit these in future iterations. Further, recall
from Section 2.1 that the error in satisfying the (physical) equilibrium equation is bounded by
the local and residual global error. In particular, the vanishing dual error implies vanishing
local error as required by the Eckstein-Bertsekas condition [20]. Therefore, requiring the
local residual to be a fraction of the global residual ensures physically meaningful solutions.
Therefore, we adopt this strategy. Finally, we remark that this strategy is especially useful in
highly nonlinear problems. The analogous results for our example in liquid crystal elastomers
are shown in Figure 14 of the Appendix.
Finally, the parallel performance of the algorithm is examined in Figure 6. The problem
with a 1024 × 1024 mesh is simulated with 128, 512, 2048, 8192 threads. We observe a
steady decrease of wall time with increased threads of GPU. The slope is −0.73, suggesting










Journal Pre-proofFigure 6: Parallel performance of the algorithm. (a) Strong scaling and (b) Weak scaling.
to two reasons. First, we use FFT which scales as O(n log n) with system size, and second,
operations such as sum and norm also takes communication and do not scale linearly with
the number of nodes. We note that the scaling improves for nonlinear problems as the local
step 1 takes a larger fraction of the time. The analogous result for liquid crystal elastomers is
shown in Figure 15 of the Appendix and the slope is -0.80. The scaling efficiency is confirmed
by weak scaling. The same configuration is studied with a 128× 128 grid using 32 threads,
a 256 × 256 grid using 128 threads, a 512 × 512 grid using 512 threads, a 1024 × 1024 grid
using 2048 threads, and a 2048× 2048 grid using 8192 threads. Overall, the algorithm and
GPU implementation show good parallel efficiency with system size.
5 Microstructure evolution in liquid crystal elastomers
We now apply the approach described and verified above to microstructure evolution in
LCEs.
5.1 Liquid crystal elastomer formulation
We take the configuration in the isotropic state to be the reference configuration, but con-
sider the material at a temperature below the phase transition temperature so that it is in
the nematic phase. The state of the material at a material point x is then described by
the deformation gradient F (x), and a nematic director n(x) that describes the orientation
of the nematic mesogens in an infinitesimal volume around x. The material is typically
incompressible and so detF = 1, and n is a unit vector (|n| = 1) since it describes an
orientation.
The free energy per unit volume of the material is given by,
W (F, n,∇n, x) = Wel(F, n) +Wni(F, n, x) +WF (∇n) (33)














Journal Pre-proofdescribes the entropic elasticity of the polymer network [14]. µ is the shear modulus, δ = Id
is identity tensor, r > 1 represents the degree of nematic order that depends on temperature,
and ⊗ represents the tensor product. We take r to be fixed since we fix temperature. Note
that if r = 1, then ` = δ and Wel reduces to the neo-Hookean energy [4]. For r > 1, the set
of ground states (Wel = 0) corresponds to F = R`
1/2
0 Q, n = Re for rotations R,Q and fixed
unit vector e. In other words, the material elongates along the director by factor r1/3 and
contracts perpendicular to it by factor r−1/6, and the director is free to take any orientation.
The second term,
Wni(F, n, x) =
1
2
µαTr((δ − n0(x)⊗ n0(x))FT (n⊗ n)F ) (35)
describes the ‘non-ideality’ originating from non-uniformity in the cross-link density [12]. α
is the strength of the non-ideality and n0(x) is a fixed random unit vector field. The non-
uniformity in the cross-link density seeks to orient the director n parallel to Fn0 at x, but
this is a weak preference since α is typically small. Finally, the third term




is (a constant coefficient approximation of) Frank elasticity [63, 64]. It reflects the preference
of the directors to align spatially. It is easy to verify that both forms of the expression shown
are equivalent using the fact that |n| = 1. We note for later use that
√
K/µ determines a
length-scale of the domain wall and is typically O(10nm) [63].
The evolution is controlled by a dissipation potential which we take to be
D(Ḟ , ṅ) =
1
2




Note that this expression is not frame-indifferent and there are a number of generalizations
[41]. However, this is commonly used when the boundary conditions do not involve large
rigid body rotations. The implicit time discretization of the evolution equation gives rise to
the following variation problem (cf. 11)













Since ∇u and n satisfy constraints, one should consider the non-Euclidian metrics along
the constraint manifold instead of the Euclidian metric in the embedding space. However,
the approximate expressions are accurate to first order since the manifolds are smooth with
curvature bounded from below.
We discretize space using finite differences and solve the resulting equations according to
the massively parallel approach described in Sections 2 and 3 with two modifications. First,
the constraint of incompressibility, detF = 1, is enforced in the local Step 1 using a Lagrange
multiplier; while the constraint on the director, |n| = 1 is enforced by introducing Euler
angles. Second, we also have a gradient of (n ⊗ n) in our functional. We could proceed by
introducing an auxiliary variable for∇(n⊗n) and using a constraint for it. However, we have
found that we obtain satisfactory results by treating this term explicitly. All simulations are










Journal Pre-proofFigure 7: Two-dimensional study of a monodomain LCE subjected to uniaxial stress. (a)
Evolution of the director (θ is the angle between the director and the horizontal loading
direction). (b) Stress-stretch curve (stress is normalized by the modulus µ).
5.2 Monodomain LCE
We begin by studying a simple problem in two dimensions inspired by the experiments of
Küpfer and Finkelmann [34]. We start with a monodomain specimen where n0 = e2 is
uniformly in the vertical direction as shown in Figure 7. We normalize the energy density
with µ and take the rest of the parameters to be r = 4, α = 0.1, K/µ = 7.63× 10−6 (in non-
dimensional length units). We set dissipation to zero taking νn = νF = 0 so that we solve for
equilibrium at each time step. Finally, we subject the specimen to an average deformation
gradient 〈F11〉 = λ, 〈F12〉 = 〈F21〉 = 0 and 〈F22〉 free and solve it with a resolution of
256 × 256. We use the previous configuration along with a small periodic perturbation of
the order 10−4 in F as the initial guess at each time step. The resulting domain patterns
are shown in Figure 7(a) while the stress-stretch curve is shown in Figure 7(b). We observe
the semi-soft behavior and stripe domains consistent with the experimental observations.
The director is initially aligned with n0 and there is no stress. At small applied stretch,
the LCE reacts elastically as the non-ideal term keeps the director n aligned with n0. At a
critical stretch, the director can align, but doing so leads to a shear inconsistent with the
imposed condition on the deformation gradient. Therefore, it forms stripe domains where
the director rotates in opposite directions in alternating stripes; the two regions have the
same stretch but opposing shear so that they can satisfy the imposed average deformation
gradient condition. The spacing depends on the perturbation and κ. The formation of stripe
domains is accompanied by a softening in the stress-stretch curve. The director continues to
rotate as the stretching continues until it is fully rotated to the horizontal when both domains
merge (since the sign of the director has no meaning). The stress-stretch curve then stiffens
as the material responds elastically. All of this is consistent with the observations of Küpfer










Journal Pre-proofFigure 8: Creating the initial polydomain material. (a) Distribution of the preferred director
n0 with fluctuations on three length-scales, (b) Distribution of director n after relaxation,
(c) Internal stress distribution and (d) Orientation parameters (below (39)) after relaxation.
θ is the in-plane angle of mesogens w.r.t. x−axis.
5.3 Polydomain LCE
In this section, the parameters are r = 7.71, µ = 23.63 kPa, α = 0.06, K = 3.61 × 10−9N,
νF = 2.65 kPa.s and νn = 0.005 kPa.s unless otherwise specified. These parameters are
chosen to match the experimental results of Tokumoto et al. [55] as will be described later.
We conduct our simulations on a (1 µm)3 cubic unit cell with a 1283 resolution at a strain
rate of 1 s−1 with time steps of 0.02s.
Polydomain material We begin by exploring the effect of the random director field n0 on










Journal Pre-proofon a different length-scale. All three of them are generated by starting with the same
Gaussian random field of angles and then filtering to different length scales. With an initial
guess of n = n0, F = I, we let the system relax under zero average stress and we obtain the
director field n shown in Figure 8(b). We see that the relaxed n does not follow n0, and
the system is internally stressed as shown in Figure 8(c). Interestingly, the length-scale on
which n fluctuates is similar in each of the three cases. It is larger than the length-scale of
n0 fluctuation in the first two cases, but similar in the third.









where 〈·〉 denotes the average over the computational domain and Q = (r − 1)/(r + 2) is a
material parameter (r = 7.71 and so that Q = 0.69 in our computations). Note that S is a
trace-free matrix whose eigenvalues are bounded by 2Q/3 and -Q/3. The mean orientational
order parameter Sm is the largest eigenvalue of S while the biaxial order parameter X is
the difference between the two smallest eigenvalues of S. It follows that Sm = 0, X = 0
for equidistributed domains, Sm = 2Q/3 (= 0.46 in our calculations), X = 0 for perfectly
aligned domains where n is uniform, Sm = Q/6 (= 0.115 in our calculations), X = Q/2
(= 0.345 in our calculations) for equidistributed domains in the plane. Figure 8(d) shows
Sm ≈ 0, X ≈ 0 and n is essentially equi-distributed.
We may understand this initial relaxation as follows. Recall that the non-ideal term
prefers that the director n follow the prescribed n0 and the elastic energy prefers an elongation
along director. However, this resulting distortion field may not be compatible leading to
elastic energy. Further, the Frank energy penalizes the fluctuations in the director field.
Thus, the competition among these three terms drives the relaxation, and the resulting
director pattern is a compromise among them.
To verify this, we start with a ‘compatible’ initial director field n0 that takes two distinct
values n±0 = {±0.42, 0.91, 0} in alternating stripes as shown in Figure 9(a,c). It is easy to
verify that the two corresponding spontaneous stretches (`(n±0 ))
1/2 are kinematically com-
patible across an interface with normal e2, i.e., we can find a rotation Q and a vector a such
that Q(`(n+0 ))
1/2 − Q(`(n−0 ))1/2 = a ⊗ e2. Thus, the director field n = n0 and deformation
with gradient F = (`(n))1/2 is admissible and minimizes the sum of the first two terms in
the energy (33). Thus we expect the solution to follow n = n0, F = (`(n))
1/2 except close
to the interface where we expect a transition layer with thickness of the order
√
K/µ. We
study five cases with distinct length-scales. As before, we start with n = n0, F = I, and let
the system relax under zero average stress. We obtain the director field n shown in Figure
9(b,c). If the length-scale is is sufficiently large (the first four cases), then n follows n0 except
near the interface where we see a transition layer as we expect. At smaller length-scales the
Frank elasticity prevents n from completely relaxing to n0; in other words the interfaces
dominate. This calculation shows that kinematic compatibility drives the relaxation with
the Frank elasticity setting the length-scale.
Uniaxial and biaxial deformation These simulations are motivated by the experiments










Journal Pre-proofFigure 9: Relaxation of a stripe polydomain. (a) Distribution of the compatible preferred
director n0 with multiple length-scales, (b) Distribution of director n after relaxation (θ is the
in-plane angle of mesogens w.r.t. x−axis and sin 2θ is the product of the x and y components
of the director.). (c,d) Details of the director field: the y-component of the director versus
the y-coordinate for the second (c) and last cases (d) of (a,b).
uniaxial stress and biaxial stretch protocols. To replicate these experiments, we start with
a relaxed polydomain specimen prepared as described above and subject it to three loading
protocols.
• UNI: uniaxial stress (〈F11〉 is prescribed while all other components are free);
• PE: uniaxial stretch of a sheet in plane stress (〈F11〉 = λx, 〈F12〉 = 0, 〈F22〉 = 1 while
the other components are free);
• EB: equi-biaxial extension of a sheet in plane stress (〈F11〉 = 〈F22〉 = λx, 〈F12〉 = 0

















Figure 10: Uniaxial stress (UNI). Evolution of the director, the orientation parameters (below
(39)) and the stress with stretch.
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Figure 11: Uniaxial stretch of a sheet in plane stress (PE). Evolution of the director, the
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Figure 12: Equi-biaxial stretch of a sheet in plane stress (EB). Evolution of the director, the
orientation parameters (below (39)) and the stress with stretch.
Figure 13: Stress vs. stretch for various loading protocols (UNI, PE and EB) obtained by
both simulation (dashed line) and experiment (solid line). (a) Nominal stress vs. stretch
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are left free and part of the minimization, the average tractions on the faces with normal e3
are zero, and the average tractions on the other faces are planar. This corresponds to plane
stress. At the same time, the average planar stretch is prescribed. The evolution of the
director and the stress are shown in Figures 10, 11 and 12. The macroscopic stress-strain
curve is shown in Figure 13 and compared to experimental observations.
We observe that the director pattern, residual stress and overall stress-strain curve are
very different in the different loading scenarios. In uniaxial stress (UNI, Figure 10), the
directors rotate until they all eventually align. This is similar to the situation in the ideal
material (Figure 7) though the actual patterns are more complicated. Any residual fluctua-
tions are small and this is also reflected in the small stress heterogeneity. This microstructure
evolution leads to a soft plateau in the macroscopic stress-strain response which eventually
stiffens when all the directors are aligned.
In the case of uniaxial stretch in plane stress (PE, Figure 11), the directors again try
to rotate to the direction of elongation, but are prevented from doing so by the lateral
constraint. Therefore, significant amounts of residual microstructure and some residual
stress persist. Further, the macroscopic stress-strain response shows only a small plateau.
The macroscopic stress-strain response also shows another rather interesting feature. The
nominal stress and thus the applied force in the stretching (x) direction is smaller than those
in the constrained (y) direction. This is counter-intuitive, and different from the behavior
of ordinary elastomers. The reason for it is evident by examining the true or Cauchy stress:
we observe the true stresses are (almost) equal in the two directions despite the fact that the
stretches in the two directions. In other words, we are in a state of equi-biaxial stress with
no shear stress. Cesana et al. [17] predicted a region of equi-biaxial stress in ideal materials
(α = K = 0). This behavior remains in non-ideal materials.
In the case of equi-biaxial stretch (EB, Figure 12), the directors orient gradually to
become planar, but there is little, if any, evolution beyond that. There is also consequently
significant heterogeneity in the state of stress. Together, the three results show that shear
of unequal stretch drives microstructure evolution.
Finally, we compare our simulations with the experimental observations of Tokumoto
et al. [55]. To do so, we pick values for νn and K consistent with prior work. We then
fit the remaining four parameters (r, µ, α, νF ) to the experimental (nominal) stress-stretch
relationship for UNI and PE using least squares (i.e., minimizing the L2 norm). These
lead to the values reported at the beginning of the section. The comparison between the
experimental and simulated stress-stretch relations is shown in Figure 13. We see the fit as
well as the agreement in EB (which is not used in the fit) is excellent. This is remarkable
because all simulations are carried out with only six parameters.
6 Conclusion
We have presented an approach to solving problems of computational micromechanics that
is amenable to massively parallel calculations through the use of graphical processing units
and other accelerators. The approach is based on splitting the solution operator in a manner
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We verify the approach against previous numerical simulations and study convergence and
performance using finite elasticity. We then study microstructure evolution in polydomain
liquid crystal elastomers. Our results are in agreement with recent experimental observations,
and in fact provides new insights into polydomain states and the mechanisms responsible for
some counter-intuitive properties under multiaxial loading.
We conclude with a discussion of extensions and open issues. We use the Gaussian
approximation to describe the elasticity of the polymer network in (33). This is known to be
a poor approximation at very large stretches and one can generalize this [1]. Similarly, we
use very simple models of dissipation and these can be generalized [66]. However, these also
require more experimental to characterize. More ambitiously, it will be useful to develop
macroscopic continuum models by combining the insights from the computational results
presented here. This is current work in progress.
Turning now to the computational approach, we note that the method can be applied to
a variety of problems. These include crystal plasticity, martensitic phase transformations,
twinning, precipitation and Landau-Ginzburg models since these problems lead to equations
of the form (1,2). Further, the implementation and examples presented here concern peri-
odic boundary conditions which enabled the use of fast Fourier transforms to solve Poisson’s
equation. However, periodic boundary conditions are not inherent to this approach. The
key issue is the solution of Poisson’s equation, and there are a number of parallel iterative
approaches that have been implemented with accelerators [60]. The problem of liquid crystal
elastomers showed that we can incorporate point-wise constraints (incompressibility and pre-
scribed norm on a vector internal variable) naturally in this method. It is possible to extend
this approach to problems like fracture and contact where one has inequality constraints.
Finally, one can extend this method to phenomena that include higher derivatives by intro-
ducing additional auxilliary variables. An important open question is the convergence of the
algorithm and error estimates. We have noted in Section 2.1 that there are partial results in
the case of convexity. However, the general case where W is quasi-convex in F and convex
in the internal variables remains open. Further, systematic analysis of the error remains a











Equilibrium condition We show that the dual feasibility ensures satisfaction of the equi-
librium equation of mechanics. We begin with the case when the local problem (step 1) is
solved exactly. Consider a smooth test function ϕ : Ω→ R3 that vanishes on the boundary.





ρ(F n+1 −∇un+1)− Λn
)
dx = 0. (40)






n+1, ηn+1, x)− Λn + ρ(∇un − F n+1)
)
dx = 0. (41)
Subtract one from the other and we obtain
∫
Ω
∇ϕ ·WF (F n+1, ηn+1, x)dx = ρ
∫
Ω
∇ϕ · (∇un+1 −∇un)dx. (42)
By the dual feasibility (18)2 and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the right hand side above
goes to zero. Further, the left hand side converges to the weak from of the equilibrium
equation since this holds for arbitrary ϕ.
When the local step is not exact, we rewrite (40)
∫
Ω














The first term on the right is bounded by dual feasibility (18)2 and the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality as before, and the second term is bounded by the local error estimate and the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Thus the weak form of the equilibrium equation holds.
Convergence and performance in the case of LCEs Figure 14 shows the performance
of the algorithm when we have an approximate solution of the local problem (step 1). As
in the case of the elasticity problem discussed in Section 4.2, we find that the approximate
solution provides savings in time without affecting the overall global convergence.
Figure 15 shows the strong scaling in the case of liquid crystal elastomers. The slope is
-0.80, which is in fact better than that observed in the case of elasticity. This is because
the local step 1 which scales linearly takes a larger fraction of time compared to the case
of elasticity. We have not performed the analysis of weak scaling since the specification of
n0 typically depends on the spatial resolution and therefore one-to-one comparison between










Journal Pre-proofFigure 14: Performance with an approimate solution of the local problem in the case of liquid
elastomers. (a,b) Local convergence on a fixed fraction of spatial points: (a) Wall clock time
and number of global iterations for global convergence for various fractions. (b) The global
dual error versus wall clock time for various fractions. (c,d) Fixed ratio of local (rl) to global
dual (rd) residual: (c) Wall clock time and number of global iterations for global convergence
for various ratios and (d) The global dual error versus wall clock time for various ratios.
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